Statement of Interest for RSSAC Caucus

Name: Jim Martin

Motivation:
I have worked for over 20 years in Internet protocol design and operations, most recently focusing on DNS and Security in my role with F-Root. My desire is to ensure the stable, resilient and reliable operation of core internet resources, while still allowing for growth. By participating in the RSSAC Caucus, I hope to make material contributions to documents and recommendations that further those overall goals.

Indication of availability, not a formal commitment:
Currently 5-8 hours per week total for RSSAC business.

About me:
http://www.linkedin.com/in/jamesrmartinii/

Relevant Qualifications:
• Active, continuous participation in the IETF since 1992
• Lead the networking team for IETF and previously Interop since the early 1990s
• Lead ISC’s Operations team, and hence F-Root Operations, since early 2010